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Why Small Business Owners Need Tax
Mitigation Strategies More Than Ever
A landmark tax case before the U.S. Supreme Court about unrealized gains
underscores business owners’ need for tax planning.

Aug. 03, 2023

By Bruce Willey, JD, CPA, Kiplinger Consumer News Service (TNS)

The U.S. Supreme Court has agreed to hear a landmark tax law case this fall,
highlighting again the ever-changing extreme complexity of federal tax law. The case
underscores an unfortunate reality: Businesspeople need a tax mitigation plan just as
critically as they do a �nancial plan, a succession plan or an estate plan.

And most don’t have one. There are 50 to 60 common strategies that can help reduce
a taxpayer’s overall tax rate, and decisions about their usage are generally left in the
hands of the owner’s CPA �rm. But accounting �rms tend to be very compliance-
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oriented and also highly risk-averse. That means they’re generally not looking at
these important �nancial decisions in the same way a typical entrepreneur or
company founder would.

Regardless of how the Supreme Court rules on the case this fall—which concerns
whether taxes can be assessed on income before cash is realized—the two political
parties, the IRS and tax courts will continue to pump out regulations that can
consume 40% of a business’s working capital.

Business owners must assess how aggressive they
want to be
With numbers that big in play, the only responsible choice is to manage tax
obligations closely. How aggressively to do so becomes a critical risk/reward
assessment exercise for business owners.

Tax mitigation strategies simply take advantage of the way the federal tax code is
structured to lessen the amount of taxes owed. They fall into four broad categories:

Entity structuring. Strategies concerning the way your business entity is legally
constituted, held, distributes income and is taxed.
Pre-tax expenditures. Strategies focused on ensuring proper expenses and
compensation are paid with less expensive pre-tax dollars.
Tax-free income. Approaches for generating income that by legislation or
regulation are free from taxation.
Wealth accumulation. Strategies that may allow assets to appreciate/accumulate
with lowered or deferred taxation.

Most require signi�cant proactivity on the taxpayer’s part (like making a
contribution, purchasing an asset, rolling over an investment, etc.). Most also have
some level of IRS compliance risk.

How to evaluate that risk? The �rst thing I tell business owners interested in
minimizing their tax liabilities is that, while the word “aggressive” is something
most accountants don’t want to hear, it is also a word you will never �nd in the tax
code. Instead, the word that matters most is “legal.” Is what you are doing within the
scope of the law, and do you have the documentation to prove it?
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Signi�cance of potential savings could justify audit
risk
Some strategies, for instance, are known irritants to the IRS and cause them to take a
harder look at a given return. That usually means an audit, and obviously not every
business owner wants to make such a process more likely. The signi�cant potential
savings, however, can be suf�cient to justify the potential time and expense of audit
compliance.

To �nd resources that can help proactively develop sophisticated tax mitigation
strategies, talk to other company owners you know who think about risk and reward
in similar ways to the way you do. See what they’re doing and who they’ve worked
with to develop their approach.

In the end, it’s the taxpayer, not their accountant, who has to take the initiative to
lower their tax bill. Using (or forgoing) a tax mitigation strategy isn’t an accounting
question but a business decision.

While it may seem counterintuitive, the moves by the Biden administration to
expand funding for IRS enforcement may lower the cost of proactive tax mitigation
strategies. For those already likely to be targeted for audit, there’s little incentive to
avoid audit-triggering strategies.

All this IRS action will put more business owners in a �ghting mood. And given that,
seeing business owners working harder to keep more of their company’s earnings is
likely to become more common.
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